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to information technology alone. As most science
and technology fields, and even the entire society,
are becoming computerized and cybernated*1,
the need is growing for science and technology
policies that incorporate shiso, particularly
policies aimed at the development of human
resources.

Introduction

When the integration of sciences and the
humanities refers to collaboration between
science/engineering and the humanities/social
sciences, it constitutes an essential element
of science and technology policy, taking how
science a nd tech nolog y a re posit ioned i n
modern society into consideration. Japan’s Third
Science and Technology Basic Plan [1] repeatedly
emph a si ze s t he i mpor t a nce of t h i s i s sue,
especially in the environmental field.
However, this article views relations between
science and technology and the humanities
and social sciences in a way that is completely
di fferent from the notion of integration as
suggested above. The article points out how these
relations can be a key factor in determining the
growth or decline of Japan’s information and
communications sector, especially the software
sector, and proposes the need for a science and
technology policy incorporating this perspective.
T h is a r ticle is a n ex tension of the v iew
p r o p o s e d i n “ T h e Two R a t i o n a l i t i e s a n d
Japan’s Sof t ware Engi neer i ng” [2 ] , a featu re
article in the September 2004 issue of “Science
& Te c h nolo g y Tr e nd s” t h a t a n a l y z e d t he
weakness of Japan’s software sector from the
perspective of rationality. While the earlier
paper focused on software technolog y, the
present paper encompasses the information and
communications field as a whole, and portrays
social systems for researchers as the source of
science and technology. This perspective is what
I refer to as shiso (see definition below), which
is a Japanese term, and the issue is not confined

1-1

This article’s definition of shiso

This article provides a discussion intended to
contribute to the promotion of Japan’s science
and technology. From this perspective, the usual
meaning of the Japanese term shiso -a social or
political thinking structure -is not appropriate
for the discussion. Shiso, as used in this article,
is dissimilar to the one used to explain Kantian
philosophy and Marxism**, but is rather close to
the meaning of “philosophy” as in “the practical
philosophy of the Toyota Production System.”
To avoid confusion, what this article refers to
as shiso is first defined, and then followed by a
discussion on the need for shiso.
The Kojien Japanese dictionary defines shiso as
follows: (1) thought; (2) <philosophy> (a) results
of contemplation not just through intuition prior
to any judgment, but through such intuition
combined with logical reflection; the content of
such thinking, especially structured thinking; (b)
a system of comprehensive ideas on society and
life, often with social or political implications.
Placing emphasis on the systemic aspect
mentioned in (2)-(a) and the comprehensiveness
in (2)-(b), this article defines shiso as shown in
Table 1.
According to the definition in Table 1, shiso
encompasses everything that arises from spirit
(as in the pioneer ing spir it, the explorer’s
11
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Table 1 : This article’s definition of “shiso”

spirit, and the frontier spirit) and philosophy
(the ph i losophy u nderlyi ng Japanese - st yle
manufacturing), to culture (corporate culture,
Toyota’s culture), soul (an engineer’s soul),
and doctrines and “isms” (Taylorism, Fordism,
rationalism). Because this article broadens the
meaning of shiso so much from ordinary usage,
even technical words are included. According
to this definition, “The Protestant Ethic and the
Spirit of Capitalism,” a work by sociologist Max
Weber, may be regarded as a treatise explaining
the cause- effect relation between two different
shi sos such a s t h is : “t he P rotest a nt shi so
produced the shiso of modern capitalism.”

2

Shiso refers to a specific pattern of thinking being shared,
and handed down from one generation to the next, in a
specific group (e.g., a religious order, professional group,
ethnic group, company, university, community), and a system
(a set) of such patterns. However, shiso is unlike instinct and
custom in that any action taken according to shiso must be
conscious, where “conscious action” means the person taking
that action is aware that it follows a distinctive pattern.

software development process paradigm, and is a
“higher level” shiso as suggested in the remaining
two cases, because it is a common idea among
different development projects over the long
term.
This leads to the second case, which explains
a higher level shiso. The second case will reveal
the role that shiso played in the development of
the Internet, the largest direct effect exerted by
information technology on society. The last case
is Web2.0, a typical case of higher level shiso and
a major recent trend in information technology.
This subject is analyzed from the viewpoint
of shiso as defined in this article. Web2.0 is
not a collective term referring to a set of new
technologies, but a clear embodiment of shiso.
It has something in common with the other two
examples and is strongly linked to current social
changes.

Shiso in information and
communications technology:
Software engineering and
the development of the Internet

This chapter explains what shiso, as defined
above, actually represents, examining three
notable cases found in the history of information
and communications technology. These examples
demonstrate two things: (1) Shiso in science
and technology has different phases; (2) Shiso
has had strong positive and negative impacts
on the history of the U.S.- led development of
information and communications technology.
T he f i r st ca se helps expl a i n t he role of
shiso in recent trends in software production
technology. This is an attempt to address shiso
as a useful methodology for systems and systems
development processes, and is an extension of
previous articles by this author and his fellow
researchers [2,3]. Shiso has two meanings in this
case. One is close to shiso as in “this system’s
design shiso,” which is a concept specific to each
software development project and lasts for a
relatively short time on a small scale. Shiso here
can be defined as “lower level” shiso because it
is more specific and individualized. The other
meaning is related to the attitude where “each
development project shall have a lower level
shiso specific to it,” and this will be used to
point out how this attitude has been advocated
as a new paradigm for software production by
an increasing number of researchers since the
late 1990s. This represents a major shift in the

2-1

Software development in relation to
theoretical and shiso-oriented skills

Cu r rent t rend s i n sof t wa re eng i neer i ng
mean that sof t ware engi neers have had to
start acquiring capabilities that may be called
“theoretical skills” and “shiso - oriented skills.”
A. Cockburn, a prominent American software
consultant, described in his recent book[4] how
the theory propounded by the 2006 Turing Award
winner P. Naur, known as “programming as
theory building,” is in fact practical knowledge
for software developers. What Naur calls theory is
not a set of printable rules, such as programs and
specifications, but a more comprehensive idea
consisting of knowledge possessed by those who
create rules (programmers), especially that on
how to create rules, and the process for creating
and maintaining rules. Naur’s theory uses the
terminology of British philosopher G. Ryle, who
was influenced by the ideas of Wittgenstein, one
of the most distinguished philosophers of the
12
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20th century. The above study by Cockburn [4]
also cites design scholar P. Aine’s explanation of
software development based on Wittgenstein’
s language theories, suggesting that Cockburn
v iews pr actica l k nowledge on sof t wa re
engineering as an extension of the philosophy
(shiso) of Wittgenstein. What Naur means by
theor y building is the activit y of matching
elements in real -world activities with formal
and symbolic operations on the computer. From
this perspective, Naur has emphasized that the
“exercise of theory building” is essential for the
education of programmers.
Shi sos si m i la r to Cockbu r n’s a nd Nau r’s
constitute a dominant trend in recent software
engineering. For example, the same tendency is
clear in “Problem Frames”[5], the latest theory of
M. Jackson, the inventor of the Jackson method*2,
which some cal l the world’s f i rst program
development method. D. D’Souza, who is known
for his component-based development method*3,
has also stressed this trend for several years and is
trying to construct an original shiso for software
development[6].
These shisos should be considered as skills
because of their contribution to improving
software productivity. They are “lower level
shisos” if expressed by the terms introduced
at the beginning of this chapter, or they are
the opposite of scientific theories if put with
the term “theory” as defined by Ryle and Naur.
Modern scientific theories owe much to Western
philosophy. The philosophies of Descar tes
and Leibniz and the shiso of Newton have had
an impact on the generation of each scientific
theory, whether positively or negatively. Shiso
helped scientific theories to be incorporated
into culture and society, consequently allowing
science and technology to bring change to shiso.
This fact suggests that shiso is precisely the right
tool to harmonize the development of systems
that exist as independent theories. That is, what
Cockburn, Jackson and D’Souza proposed are, in
fact, shisos.
This explanation clearly holds true for agile
methods, the latest software methodology that
has quickly come into widespread use since
the beginning of the 2000s (see Reference [2]).
Unlike conventional sof t ware development

methods, such as the Jackson method, agile
methods have been promoted through a group
called the Agile Alliance, in which anyone who
agrees with the Agile manifesto, a set of values
on software development, can participate. In
short, what defines agile methods are these
values, or shiso. Agile methods are based on the
shiso that the key factor of success or failure in a
development project is the relationships among
programmers within the development team. This
is natural, considering that what Ryle and Naur
call theory resides not just on paper, but in the
minds of the people involved. Since people act
as devices to create and store theories, the state
of the mind of each device, such as the courage
to accept change and the humility to facilitate
ease of communication among team members,
influences productivity. Agile methods emphasize
such attitudes of programmers, and argue that
having a good mind is an indispensable skills of
being a programmer. This is very close to what
Japanese companies have traditionally promoted
as corporate cultures through kaizen activities.
In fact, as explained in the following chapter,
Toyota and other Japanese-style production and
management shisos have influenced the shiso of
agile methods. This is proof that agile methods
may be called a shiso.
In summary, the latest software engineering
consists of theoretica l sk i l ls (sk i l ls ca l led
“modeling”) to create systems as individual
theories and shiso - oriented skills, which refer
to str uctured ter ms and ph rases to enable
theoretical sk i l ls to be com mu n icated and
learned.

2-2

Shiso in the history of Internet development

The previous section explained what shiso is,
taking the latest trends in software engineering as
examples. The next section describes examples
taken from the early days of modern information
and communications technology. Shiso played an
essential role in the development of the Internet,
one of the greatest inventions of the 20th century.
Internet technology was born, led by one person’s
shiso, at a time when few people could recognize
its potential or visualize its complete form.
Waldrop [7] and Kita [8] wrote that the shiso of
a psychologist named J.C.R. Licklider played a
13
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critical role in the early stages of the development
of the Internet. In particular, Kita’s “Internet no
shiso shi” (“The History of Ideas of the Internet”)
carries the word “shiso” in the title. This book
portrays the history of Internet development as
a history of ideas or a history of the evolution of
technical ideas.
A lthough personal computers con nected
through a network constitute the popular image
of modern IT society, this was not the dominant
technical image in the 1960s and 1970s, when
such networked computers had yet to emerge.
In the information and communications world
before the Internet, research groups dispersed
across the U.S. were separately conducting
outstanding studies that would go down in
scientific history. They were striving toward
different goals, while competing with each other.
Some were faced with the limitations of thinking
inherent to technology professionals, and others
suffered from their inability to transcend existing
technologies and a lack of evaluation from the
users’ point of view.
However, technologies resulting from these
efforts were integrated by shisos proposed
by the psychologist L ick l ider bet ween the
l a t e 19 5 0 s a n d t h e e a r l y 19 6 0 s , s u c h a s
“man - machine symbiosis” and “a network of
thinking centers,” and were made manifest
under the guidance of these shisos. Licklider had
once been a development team member of the
SAGE system*4, an epoch-making system in the
annals of computer development history. This
experience, combined with his nonexpert status
in the information technology field, made him a
scientist who was capable of roughly estimating

the potential of technologies from the viewpoint
of a user without technical bias. Coincidentally,
this scientist was offered an important post in the
U.S. Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA),
which gave him access to ample funds for use at
his discretion. Licklider made the bold decision
to spend the f unds on emerging elemental
technologies corresponding to his shiso.
The Roman philosopher Seneca remarked, “If
one does not know to which port one is sailing,
no wind is favorable.” This is sometimes quoted
with reference to requirement engineering, a
branch of software engineering, as a warning
to software development teams who may fail
in their endeavors if they do not successfully
identify their goals (requirements). Licklider was
able to show the direction of the port, or the goal
(developing the Internet), through his own shiso.
When the subject is an integrated technology
like the Internet, the commitment of many
excellent research groups is not enough, because
their progress will be offset if individual groups
are aiming at different goals according only to
their own shisos, with no shared shiso to align
them. This is like a boat whose crew is rowing
toward different destinations. By contrast, even
small driving forces can produce a great effect
when aligned and combined (Figure 1). When
the situation was similar to (a) in Figure 1,
Licklider used research funds, an element of the
research environment, to roughly set a direction
(destination port) for researchers to pursue, in a
manner that few of them recognized. The result
was the launch of the Internet. Once the Internet
emerged, the societal need for such technologies
as email and the Web became the “port,” rapidly
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Figure 1 : Cockburn’s explanation of development project directions
Prepared by the NISTEP based on Figures 3-17 and 18 in Reference[4]
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spreading the Internet in a way few experts had
imagined.

2-3

that improving the quality and accuracy of such
“information devices” as Google and Wikipedia
is not a matter of science and technology, as has
been conventionally assumed, but a matter of
social and educational policies. The quality of the
Wikipedia free encyclopedia varies depending on
the language used. The quality of the Japanese
language version is generally not as good as
the English version. This can be attributed to
a disparity in performance between the two
language-speaking groups, or more specifically,
the size of the Japanese - speaking population
and the English - speaking population and the
total quality of each group. This disparity in
performance is highly likely to be reproduced
on larger scales because Wikipedia, Google
and similar technologies are now being widely
adopted in education as a matter of course, and
the Japanese have a low competence in the
English language.
It is also obvious that such a social scientific
a n a l y s i s of s o c ie t ie s i s i nd i sp e n s a ble for
forecasting trends in, for example, the long
tail phenomenon [9] , which is explained as a
“structural change in commerce” as a result of
applying the above devices to commerce. Because
this kind of issue needs to be discussed in light
of not only economic principles, but also from
language and cultural perspectives (where the
issue is pertinent to numerous countries) and the
values in the society.
What is more noteworthy is that the shisos
of Web2.0 and f lattening are not isolated or
exceptional examples. The primar y element
underlying them is the same as the one behind
the open source movement in the software
sector. That is, the shiso that is optimal for
solving a problem concerning an entity that
is too vast and too fast- changing for anyone
to theoretica l ly pred ict the f ut u re with i n
a reasonable ti meframe, is to use social
collaboration. That is to say, the best approach is
first disclosing as many constraints as possible,
then sharing a provisional solution with others
through a network of many independent people
who have a common goal and shiso, and allowing
them to refine the solution step by step through a
succession of methodical modifications.
Apply this shiso to knowledge searching, then

Web2.0 and the open shiso

The last case is Web2.0, referred to by some
as “the latest version” of the Internet, and which
is derived from Licklider’s shiso. Web2.0 is an
idea proposed in the autumn of 2005 by T.
O’Reilly, a well-known author of software-related
literature. Umeda introduced the term to Japan
in his book[9]. One may still wonder what kind
of technology this is. Although Web2.0 obviously
has something to do with the Google search
engine, even O’Reilly’s article[10] does not provide
an explicit explanation of Web2.0 technology.
Instead, he just lists, alongside common and well
known technologies like “Napster,” “Wikipedia,”
“blogs” and “web ser vices,” such notions as
“syndication” and “participation,” which may be
regarded as a policy or an attitude.
Like agile software development, which is
an alliance of people sharing the same shiso,
Web2.0 is actually a group of information and
communications technologies and services based
on a common shiso. That is, as agile software
development is essentially a shiso symbolized by
the Agile manifesto, Web2.0 may be expressed
as nothing but the shiso of Web2.0. This means
that an easy explanation of the essence of
this shiso should not necessarily be sought in
software - related literature. As far as I know,
the closest idea to the essence of the Web 2.0
shiso has been represented by T. Friedman,
an American journalist, as the “f lattening of
the world,” which he says is a “new version”
of globalization [11] . Web2.0 is this f lattening
phenomenon in the information technology
sector, and is one of the most significant technical
factors behind the overall global flattening.
To put it simply, the shiso of Web2.0 may
be considered as one that aims to transform a
society into an aggregated intelligence acting
like a huge cyborg, by connecting people’s
individual intelligence (assumed as CPUs) through
information and communications technology.
Under this assumption, the performance of the
resulting device is dependent on the performance
of individual CPUs, or humans, and of the society
to which these people belong. This suggests
15
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the answer is Google; apply it to encyclopedia
making, and the result is Wikipedia; and if you
apply it to software development, then you will
be led to Linux and other open source products.
When the same shiso is adopted by a custom
software development team on a limited basis,
the product is agile methods. In the case of
Internet development described in the previous
section, merely sharing a goal was shown to be
insufficient, but the shiso of Licklider, who was
responsible for allocating the research funds, was
able to compensate for this deficiency. “Collective
knowledge,” a term that has recently gained some
currency, is also closely related to this shiso.
In short, these are all methodologies that aim
to transform a society into a production device
with unparalleled capacity by ensuring that its
members have as much freedom as possible
and by standardizing and leveling the quality of
these members through education. This device
is capable of autonomous reproduction on an
enlarged scale, as existing knowledge generates
new knowledge incrementally. Since Web2.0 is
in essence a shiso, things similar to it will appear
again even after the term itself falls into disuse,
and they will drastically reshape society and
science and technology.

3

influence may not have been always positive.
In Section 2-1, shiso was defined as something
inducing theory development. Scientific theory
is a kind of theory. If a theory is assumed to
represent one field of technology, shiso can be
considered as a metascience. A science governed
by a metascience is naturally dependent on
t h at met a science. A lt houg h t he ex a mples
presented so far are all successful ones, an error
in metascience can sometimes exert a negative
influence on science.
For example, Michio Kobayashi, an
internationally renowned philosopher with
a special interest in Descartes, describes the
adverse ef fect of Car tesia n ph i losophy on
Cartesian physics [12] as follows. From the point
of view of today’s researchers, natural science
and philosophy were unified in the thinking
of Descartes, who was a natural scientist and
philosopher, and his philosophy justified his
methodolog ies i n natu r al science. Despite
having mathematical methodologies capable
of correctly solving the equivalent pendulum
problem (finding a pendulum whose movement
is equivalent to the swing of a board pivoted at
a point), Descartes concluded that the problem
was unsolvable. The fundamental shiso in his
cosmolog y told him that interrelationships
between the board and substances surrounding
it we r e to o co mpl ex to b e s ol ve d by h i s
mathematics.
The viability of Hilbert’s Program*5 was refuted
by the incompleteness theorem. Research into the
history of mathematics by myself and others [13]
has revealed that this program, proposed by the
great mathematician, D. Hilbert, was an attempt
to mathematically prove the shiso of “solvability,”
or the notion that every mathematical problem
ca n be solved f i n itely, wh ich occu r red to
Hilbert when he was still unknown within the
mathematical community. In this case, a wrong
shiso acted as an impetus for the 20th century
mathematical shiso known as structuralism. This
implies that even a wrong shiso can sometimes
incubate a right shiso.
Looking at the history of software engineering,
i n t h e 19 8 0 s , B . B o e h m d e v i s e d s p i r a l
development, a forerunner of agile development,
as an antithesis to the waterfall development

Negative shiso and Japan’s
concern

The previous chapter presented three cases to
demonstrate that shiso has played a critical role in
the information and communications sector since
its infancy through until today, and that this trend
is accelerating. However, shiso does not always
have positive effects. This chapter describes
some of the negative impacts shiso has had on
science, and discusses potential negative effects
that the absence of shiso in Japan’s information
and communications technology might have on
the country’s collective science and technology
endeavors.

3-1

Negative shiso and its implications

A n examination of the histor y of science
shows that shiso has significantly inf luenced
science, as mentioned earlier. Many scientists
wi l l concu r wit h t h i s v iew. However, t he
16
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model, which views software development as
a linear process of “requirement specification
→ design → implementation → validation →
installation → maintenance.” Nevertheless, the
waterfall model persisted for a long time, and is
believed to have exerted a significant adverse
influence. This is a typical example of negative
shiso in software engineering, a discipline
where shiso is a key factor. Interestingly, the
year 1986 [14] , in which Boehm proposed spiral
development, a strong impetus to move away
from the waterfall model occurred only a year
after S. Kline criticized the linear process [15] of
development, claiming that there was no rational
basis to confine technological development to
the linear model of “science → basic research →
R&D → design → production → sales → market.”
The mid- 80s also coincide with the time when
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
started research on Lean Manufacturing, the
U.S. version of the Toyota development method
that is one of the sources of agile development
in software engineering. Sociologically, this
represents a social phenomenon in which simple,
modern rationalistic shiso began disappearing
from U.S. engineering communities as they
realized the benefits of Japanese-style kaizen.

3-2

survey was conducted, the report attributed
this result primarily to the view held by many
researchers and engineers that technologies
i n t h e i n f o r m a t i o n a n d co m mu n i c a t i o n s
f ield wi l l be assi m i lated i nto other f ields,
becoming nonexistent as an independent area
of research. To put this another way, these
professiona ls predict that ever y th i ng wi l l
become computerized and cybernated. This idea
resembles the theory of Web2.0, which Umeda
explained in his book[9] by using the phrase “that
side and this side.”
M o r e s p e c i f i c a l l y, m a n y i n f o r m a t i o n
technologies will exit the field that is still
referred to by the outmoded name “information
processing” (and is viewed as a special and
i ndependent tech nological f ield), and wi l l
eventually come to assume a position in every
engineering field analogous to the one that
mathematics occupies today. However, unlike
mathematics, information and communications
technology is definitely a technology. From
this perspective, the above phenomenon may
be understood to be a phenomenon in which a
technology field named “information” is seeping
across the boundaries into other fields. This
phenomenon is the cybernation of engineering
that many engineers and tech nologists are
experiencing. The trend is likely to continue.
Web2.0 is actually a shiso indicating that the
cybernation of society will advance without
foreseeable limits, encouraging user participation.
Probably it is reasonable to expect that this
cybernation, along with the f lattening, will
progress further. If this prediction of the seepage
of information and communications technology
proves to be right, future science and technology
will incorporate more elements derived from
software engineering in nature.
However, the Third Science and Technology
Basic Plan [1] points out the weakness of the
software sector in Japan, as does a survey by
the NISTEP [17] , which suggests that the sector
lags behind the U.S. These views coincide with
my arguments in an earlier article [2] , which
also showed the basis for this assessment. If
this weakness of Japan stems from a lack of
rationality, or shiso, as argued in this earlier
article [2], it may end up pervading the industry

Seepage of information technology and
the future of Japan’s science and technology

If the most fundamental shiso for a county’s
science and technolog y generates negative
effects, a slowdown can occur in every facet of its
science and technology endeavors. The departure
from the linear shiso since the mid- 80s in the
U.S., described above, indicates that American
engineering prior to that time had been under
the negative influence of shiso. The question
here is whether the same problem can happen to
Japanese technology. In fact, I have a concern that
Japan may suffer from such negative shiso effects
in the future.
The results of the seventh Delphi survey [16]
conducted by the National Institute of Science
and Technology Policy (NISTEP) in 2000 provide
an interesting perspective: The importance
of the information sector, which is regarded
as a promising growth technology, will fall
sharply in 2010 and beyond. After an additional
17
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and even the entire society. Chuma’s study
on t he decl i ne i n t he comp et it ivene s s of
Japan’s microlithography industry[18] represents a
concrete example of this phenomenon. Now that
such an example exists, the possibility of a worst
case scenario must not be ignored.
The possibility of a worst case scenario is high,
in light of the fairly common view that there is
no shiso in science and technology in Japan. One
person warned of the danger of no shiso more
than 100 years ago: E. Bälz, a German teacher
working at Tokyo Teikoku University during
the Meiji era. In 1901, in a famous speech [19]
marking the 25th anniversary of his service to the
university, Bälz expressed serious concern about
Japan’s science and technology, or more precisely,
the future directions of its education. He referred
to European science and technology, which Japan
was then trying to acquire in order to maintain
its sovereignty, as “the great spiritual principle”
nurtured by the history of Europe, and compared
European science and technology to trees that
bear abundant fruit if grown well. Bälz criticized
the Japa nese people (i n the Meiji er a) for
assuming that science was a machine that could
always produce the same products wherever
in the world it was installed- an approach that
would only bear fruit for the time being-, and
encouraged them to learn the spirit, not the
technique, of science from visiting international
scholars such as himself. Quite a few scientists
and engineers would probably agree that Bälz’s
criticism still holds true for today’s Japan, even
after a lapse of more than 100 years.

4

Many of these capabilities are of the same
type as those falling under the umbrella of the
liberal arts. At least in Japan, liberal arts have
been regarded as k nowledge for character
development, rather than for directly contributing
to society or productive activities. Consequently,
many engineers and scientists, including myself,
may have felt somewhat proud of being free of
the “useless” shiso of the liberal arts.
Und e r s u ch c i r c u m s t a nce s, l i b e r a l a r t s
education at Japanese universities is deteriorating.
Most science students, especially those taking
engineering, tend to have little interest in the
shiso of the liberal arts, and most of the faculty
believe that there is little need for such education.
However, shiso contributes significantly to
science and technology on various levels, as
the present article has explained. What is more
noteworthy is that not only has shiso contributed
to epoch-making events in the history of science
and technology, such as the development of the
Internet, but it is becoming an indispensable
capability in the field of reliable technology
where daily software production takes place. The
significance of shiso as a methodology in science
and technology is growing in many areas. Shiso
also represents a competitiveness issue relating to
the survival of Japanese industry.
Web2.0 trends, as t ypi fied by Wikipedia,
G oog le, a nd long - t a i l m a rket s, ca n not be
predicted without social scientific research.
More importantly, it is impossible to predict
future developments in American information
and communications technology circles, which
intend to promote Web2.0 more aggressively
a n d m a i nt a i n t h e p r e s e nt d o m i n a n ce by
understanding Web2.0 as an independent shiso
and sharing it as a shiso.
Attention should be paid to the fact that in
the U.S., Google and Web2.0 are discussed
by computer science students and engineers
rather than by economists. That is to say, in
the U.S., new technologies and disciplines are
often created by experts in information and
communications technology based on shiso, in
the same way as the Internet was developed.
By contrast, such technologies or technology
experts are very rare in Japan. The Japanese
seem to just keep focusing on producing more

Conclusion

Previous chapters discussed the significance
of shiso in science and technology, but the role
of shiso varied between the examples shown.
However, these examples can be considered
as the occurrence of the same phenomenon
in different settings, from the perspective that
capabilities to manipulate “things without shape
or substance” that warrant the name of shiso
are becoming increasingly important, as the
social structure becomes more complex and
standardization and informatization progress as
ways to bring order to complexity.
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accurate components, at a time when the source
of competitiveness has shifted to how to design
systems for a societ y acti ng as production
equipment.
If this situation is left unaddressed, Japan will
lag farther behind the U.S. in the information and
communications sector, and will be forced to
continue to trail emerging India and even China.
The primary argument of this article is that this
problem is mainly dependent on the shiso and
the type of thinking conducted by scientists and
science and technology policy makers.
Since shiso is essentially pertinent to human
bei ngs, the on ly possible remedy must be
i mprovi ng education. One way to nu r t u re
talent like Licklider is to introduce the double
major system* 6 , like A merican universities.
This method should be effective and relatively
e a s y t o i nt r o d u ce i nt o u n i ve r s i t i e s w i t h
outstanding liberal arts teachers and high-quality
science students, although it could backfire if
science students with poor liberal arts’ skills
a nd u ndersta nd i ng were forced to endu re
uninteresting lectures. Since not all scientists
and engineers assume a post like Licklider’s, the
introduction of the double major system requires
that the level and goals of each educational
institution need to be considered.
In the example of Web2.0, many scientists
and engineers sharing the same information
t e c h nolo g y s h i s o a n d c u lt u r e h a ve b e e n
voluntarily collaborating, rather than being led
by a science policy or other programs, to pursue
a single goal. Their shiso is spread through
university education, as represented by the fact
that Google and Yahoo, two leading Internet
companies, were founded by graduate students of
Stanford University. The presence and importance
of the Palo Alto culture that formed in the area
around the university impressed me in the 1980s
and 1990s, when I, as a computer scientist,
visited Stanford University’s Computer Science
Department on a regular basis. The ability of
Silicon Valley’s environment and culture to
incubate new information technologies is vividly
depicted in Umeda’s recent book[9]. Building such
an environment is exactly what Bälz described
as growing “trees that bear abundant fruit” of
science and technology in his speech[19] cited in

Section 3-2.
In contrast, Licklider’s example shows that if a
science and technology policy is led by a person
with shiso or vision, rather than pursued through
collective creation as in the case of Web2.0, it
can produce highly valuable results. Shiso is not
easy to communicate to others. Communicating
shiso is far more difficult than communicating
technology because it is essentially implicit
knowledge. As this example suggests, an effective
way of successfully implementing a science
and technology policy according to shiso is to
empower a talented researcher with shiso or
vision to lead the project. This key scientist must
have sufficient knowledge and skills as a policy
maker, as a policy practitioner, and as a politician.
Science history indicates that in Europe and the
U.S., there were a number of legendary scientists
who ser ved as pr i me m i n isters, m i n isters,
politicians or policy practitioners. By contrast,
in Japan, the only memorable figure would
be Akito Arima, a physicist who was once the
Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology. To accelerate the nurturing
of such talent, Japan should seriously consider
introducing an educational program, such as the
double major system, to its principal universities,
with the aim of developing students that have
balanced abilities in both science and liberal arts.
F r o m m y e x p e r i e n c e a s a n e d u c a t o r,
theoretical skills and associated shiso - oriented
skills, explained in the argument on software
engineering, are easier for science students
to understand when their usefulness is taught
through practical projects. A lthough being
shiso - related, these skills are concrete and
practical enough to be acquired through the
practice of Design Patterns* 7 and UML - based
development* 8 . Universities would be able to
teach such small- scale shiso by the seemingly
paradoxical approach of revising their curricula
for information-related departments to emphasize
hands - on laborator y activities and practical
projects. The result would be university versions
of apprenticeships and on-the-job training, which
would require faculty who could understand
and exploit such shiso. Unfortunately, current
information-related departments in Japan lack
such faculty, and it has been observed by some
19
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Explanation
** The Japanese term shiso is a unique word
for which no English word can exactly
substit ute. Shi so ca n be tr a nslated as
“ t h ou g ht ,” “i d e a ,” a n d “p h i l o s o phy,”
depend i ng on the contex t or custom.
For ex a mple “s hi so sh i” ( “sh i” mea n s
history) is translated as “history of ideas,”
and “postmodern shiso” as “postmodern
thought.”

that Japan has only a few laboratories where
software engineering is studied in the true sense.
Alternatively, acquiring such human resources
from companies is infeasible because few firms
have the capacity to develop such talent. On
the contrary, companies expect universities to
assume such a role.
Realistic solutions under such circumstances
are, for example, hands - on laborator y type
education led by outstanding inter national
engineers and overseas apprenticeship programs.
Likewise, the development of Licklider - like
human resources does not have to necessarily
take place i n Japanese u n iversities ; givi ng
students opportunities to learn and research at
overseas universities should be considered. There
is no doubt that Japan’s levels of research and
education in individual science and technology
fields are as high as foreign ones, but when
it comes to nurturing scientists with shiso as
defined by the present article, especially those
who are capable of policy making, current
Japanese universities have little experience. As
far as this issue is concerned, the knowledge
that is wor thwh i le lea r n i ng from Wester n
universities, which have a long history in science
and technology, has hardly decreased since the
days of Bälz. The government should consider
the strategy of sending students overseas in an
attempt to develop such human resources. In
particular, instead of undergraduate and graduate
students who have little time to acquire political
literacy, a viable approach to nurturing scientists
with political insight would be to dispatch
young researchers and engineers overseas, and
have them engage in policy-making jobs while
overseas in order to acquire essential shiso skills.
From this perspective, it is worthwhile noting
that Umeda, who was the first Japanese to address
the theory of Web2.0, and other Japanese living
in Silicon Valley, are assimilating shiso and
implementing projects to give young Japanese
the same experience they had while living and
working in California. Supporting such activities
of non-profit organizations is yet another measure
the government can take.

Glossary
*1 Become cybernated: Cyberspace refers to
a society or world constructed in a virtual
computer space by creating on a computer
things corresponding to real-world physical
objects. When a physical object is copied
(moved ) i nto c y b er space, it b ecome s
c y b er n ated. A s more objec t s b ecome
cybernated, cyberspace will become the real
space, producing things nonexistent in the
“physical” real world. In a broad sense, the
monetary system and financial market are
forms of cyberspace.
*2 Jackson method: A software design method
proposed by M. Jack son, a prom i nent
London - based software consultant. This
technique is recognized as one of the first
software design methods. In this method,
a programmer first analyzes the data flow,
and then uses the results to design software.
Today, the Jackson method is rarely used
because the programming environment has
significantly changed.
*3 Component-based development method:
A relatively new software design method.
Like Dell Computer’s strategy for computer
production, which comprises procuring
standardized parts and assembling them,
this method entails creating standardized
sof t ware components, wh ich are then
assembled into software.
*4 SAGE system: An early nuclear defense
s ystem of t he U. S. It wa s t he world’s
first system that delivered the common
features of today’s information technology,
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*5

*6

*7

*8

such as networking, real - time control,
i nter activeness, a nd g r aph ic d isplays.
Although the SAGE system served as the
driving force of IBM’s growth, it was hardly
used in practice. Being designed for defense
against the Soviet Union’s nuclear bombers,
the system became useless with the advent
of the ICBM era.
Hilbert Program : A mathematical research
project carried out in the 1920s by Hilbert,
the 20th century’s greatest mathematician.
The goal of the program was to provide
secure foundations for all mathematics.
Godel’s discovery of the incompleteness
theorem put an end to the program.
Double major system : A system in American
u n iversities that a l lows st udents to
concurrently major in two subjects. This
is so common in the U.S. that American
students studying in Japan sometimes feel
unhappy about their being permitted to
major in only one subject. A system similar
to this is the major-minor system.
Design Patterns : A collection of software
constr uction patter ns i nspired by
architectural design pattern collections
compiled by the architect Alexander. The
concept of Design Patterns is characterized
by the use of pattern language, which acts as
standard templates for description.
UML (Unified Modeling Language): A
specification language that is becoming
a standard language for software design.
Three representative methodologies were
integrated to create this language, thus
“Unified.” With certification systems started
in Japan and China, UML is almost a requisite
for software engineers.
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